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GABRIEL-MORITA THEORY FOR EXCISIVE MODEL
CATEGORIES
CLEMENS BERGER AND KRUNA RATKOVIC
Abstract. We develop a Gabriel-Morita theory for strong monads on pointed
monoidal model categories. Assuming that the model category is excisive, i.e.
the derived suspension functor is conservative, we show that if the monad
T preserves cofibre sequences up to homotopy and has a weakly invertible
strength, then the category of T -algebras is Quillen equivalent to the category
of T (I)-modules where I is the monoidal unit. This recovers Schwede’s theorem
on connective stable homotopy over a pointed Lawvere theory as special case.
Introduction
Morita [22] gave a precise criterion for when two rings have equivalent categories
of modules. His criterion may be derived from Gabriel’s characterisation [10] of
those abelian categories which are equivalent to categories of R-modules for a unital
associative ring R. In the present text we give a homotopical version of the latter
in the framework of monoidal model categories, cf. Hovey [14] and Quillen [23].
We present a class of enriched monads T acting on pointed monoidal model cat-
egories E with the property that the category ET of T -algebras is Quillen equivalent
to the category ModT (I) of T (I)-modules for a functorially associated monoid T (I).
The underlying object of this monoid is the free T -algebra on the monoidal unit
I of E . The monoid structure is obtained through identification of T (I) with the
enriched endomorphism object ET (T (I), T (I)) in much the same way as any ring
R may be identified with the endomorphism ring of a free R-module of rank one.
It turns out that in our homotopical setting Kock’s correspondence [16, 17] be-
tween strong and enriched monads is very helpful. In particular, the strength of
an enriched monad T yields a direct formula for the monoid structure of T (I) and
moreover induces a natural transformation of monads λ : − ⊗ T (I) → T relating
the categories of T (I)-modules and of T -algebras by a canonical adjunction. In the
special case of an enrichment in abelian groups this adjunction contains classical
Gabriel-Morita theory in an embryonic form. Our homotopical version thereof es-
sentially consists of finding suitable homotopical hypotheses on E and on T in order
to transform the adjunction into a Quillen equivalence of model categories.
We show in our main Theorem 3.13 that (apart from a few technical assumptions)
the adjunction λ! : ModT (I) ⇆ E
T : λ∗ is a Quillen equivalence whenever the
pointed model category E is excisive, the strong monad T : E → E preserves cofibre
sequences up to homotopy, and the strength σX,Y : X ⊗ T (Y ) → T (X ⊗ Y ) is a
weak equivalence for all cofibrant objects X,Y of E .
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By an excisive model category we mean a left proper pointed model category
in which the derived suspension functor is conservative, i.e. reflects isomorphisms.
This captures roughly speaking half of the well-known properties of a stable model
category. Yet, there are important examples of excisive model categories which are
not stable, as for instance the category of based topological spaces localised with
respect to a generalised homology theory, or the category of nonnegatively graded
R-chain complexes, or Segal’s category of Γ-spaces [29] equipped with the stable
model structure of Bousfield-Friedlander [8]. It is surprising how much homological
algebra can be deduced just from a conservative derived suspension functor. In con-
trast to the first two examples, the derived suspension functor of the third example
is even fully faithful in which case we call the model category stably excisive.
Homotopy pushouts in an excisive model category E are characterised by hav-
ing weakly equivalent parallel homotopy cofibres. In particular, a monad T on E
which preserves cofibre sequences up to homotopy actually preserves all homotopy
pushouts in E . This will be enough to show that the forgetful functor takes free cell
attachments of T -algebras to homotopy pushouts in E , a key property in our homo-
topical Gabriel-Morita theory. On the way we make essential use of the so-called
bar resolution of a T -algebra which under suitable conditions yields a cofibrant
replacement. Segal’s fat realisation [29] is a most useful device in this context.
In the special case where E is the stably excisive model category of Γ-spaces, and
T is the monad on Γ-spaces induced by a pointed simplicial Lawvere theory [18],
we recover Schwede’s theorem [27] on connective stable homotopy over a pointed
Lawvere theory. To understand the latter from the perspective of homotopical
Gabriel-Morita theory has been one of main motivations of the present text.
The article is organised as follows:
Section 1 reviews Kock’s correspondence between strong and enriched monads
using Street’s formal theory of monads [16, 17, 30]. We give a “monadic” proof of
Gabriel’s characterisation [10] of module categories among abelian categories.
Section 2 introduces excisive model categories with emphasis on the homotopical
diagram lemmas available in such categories. We also discuss the relationship with
Goodwillie’s notion of excisive identity functor [12].
Section 3 presents our homotopical Gabriel-Morita theory giving sufficient con-
ditions for the adjunction λ! : ModT (I) ⇆ E
T : λ∗ to be a Quillen equivalence.
As an application we give a quick proof of Schwede’s theorem on connective stable
homotopy theory for models of a pointed simplicial Lawvere theory [18, 27].
Section 4 studies the bar resolution of T -algebras, used in Section 3 in order to
show that certain homotopical properties of a monad T are inherited by the forgetful
functor ET → E . Our main tool is a new cofibrancy notion for simplicial objets of a
model category, interpolationg between degreewise and Reedy cofibrancy, cf. [29].
Terminology. We assume the reader is familiar with enriched category theory
and homotopical algebra and follow the terminology of Borceux [7] for the former
and the terminology of Quillen [23], Hovey [14] and Hirschhorn [13] for the latter.
Cofibrations will be denoted by X ֌ Y , weak equivalences by X
∼
−→ Y . An
acyclic (co)fibration is a morphism which is simultaneously a (co)fibration and a
weak equivalence. An object of a pointed model category is called acyclic if it is
weakly equivalent to a null-object. An object of a model category is called cofibrant
(resp. fibrant) if the unique map from an initial object (resp. to a terminal object)
is a cofibration (resp. fibration).
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1. Strong vs enriched monads
In this section, we recall Kock’s correspondence [16, 17] between strong and
enriched monads on a closed symmetric monoidal category (E ,⊗, I). We deduce this
correspondence from Street’s formal theory of monads [30] showing that tensored
E-categories are the 0-cells of two different but 2-isomorphic 2-categories, one with
strong functors and strong natural transformations as 1- and 2-cells, the other with
E-functors and E-natural transformations as 1- and 2-cells.
Our main interest comes from the resulting equivalence between the category of
monoids in E and the category of linear monads on E , i.e. those strong monads
which have invertible strength. Each strong monad T comes equipped with a linear
approximation λ : −⊗ T (I)→ T which is invertible precisely when T is linear.
1.1. Strong functors and strong natural transformations. -
We fix once and for all a closed symmetric monoidal category E = (E ,⊗, I). The
internal hom of E will be denoted E(−,−) while the E-valued hom of an E-category
A will be denoted A(−,−). Recall that an E-category A is called tensored (cf.
Quillen [23]) if for each object A in A, the E-functor A(A,−) : A → E admits
an E-enriched left adjoint. These left adjoints assemble into a left E-action on A
which we shall denote as an external tensor product − ⊗E − : E × A → A. With
this notation the individual adjunctions give rise to trinatural E-isomorphisms
A(X ⊗E A,B) ∼= E (X,A(A,B))
for any objects A,B in A and X in E . In particular, we get canonical isomorphisms
lA : I ⊗E A ∼= A and aX,Y,A : (X ⊗ Y )⊗E A ∼= X ⊗E (Y ⊗E A) for any objects X,Y
in E and A in A.
A symmetric monoidal category (E ,⊗, I) is closed if and only if E is a tensored
E-category such that the left E-action agrees with the monoidal structure of E .
A strong functor (F, σ) between tensored E-categories is a functor F : A → B
endowed with a strengthσX,A : X ⊗E F (A)→ F (X ⊗E A) natural in X and A and
such that the following two diagrams in B commute:
I ⊗E F (A)
σI,A //
lF (A) ''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
F (I ⊗E A)
F (lA)ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
F (A)
Diagram 1.1. Unit constraint for the strength
(X ⊗ Y )⊗E F (A)
aX,Y,F (A) //
σX⊗Y,A

X ⊗E (Y ⊗E F (A))
X⊗EσY,A // X ⊗E F (Y ⊗E A)
σX,Y⊗EA

F ((X ⊗ Y )⊗E A)
F (aX,Y,A) // F (X ⊗E (Y ⊗E A))
Diagram 1.2. Associativity constraint for the strength
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Strong functors (F1, σ1) : A → B and (F2, σ2) : B → C compose so as to give a
strong functor (F2F1, σ) : A → C with strength
X ⊗E F2(F1(A))
σ //
σ2
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
F2(F1(X ⊗E A))
F2(X ⊗E F1(A))
F2(σ1)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
A strong natural transformation ψ between strong functors (F, σF ), (G, σG) :
A → B is a natural transformation ψ : F ⇒ G such that the following diagram
X ⊗E F (A)
σFX,A //
X⊗EψA

F (X ⊗E A)
ψX⊗EA

X ⊗E G(A)
σGX,A
// G(X ⊗E A)
commutes for all objects X in E and all objects A in A.
An adjunction F : A⇆ B : G between tensored E-categories A,B is called strong
if F and G are strong functors, and unit η : idA ⇒ GF and counit ǫ : FG ⇒ idB
are strong natural transformations.
Lemma 1.1. Tensored E-enriched categories, strong functors and strong natural
transformations constitute a 2-category, denoted StrCatE .
Proof. Straightforward. 
Definition 1.2 (cf. Kock [16, 17], Street [30], Moggi [21]). –
A strong monad (T, µ, η, σ) on a closed symmetric monoidal category (E ,⊗, I)
is a monad in the 2-category StrCatE , i.e. it consists of a monad (T, µ, η) on E
endowed with a binatural strength σX,Y : X ⊗ T (Y ) → T (X ⊗ Y ) such that the
following four diagrams commute for all objects X,Y, Z in E:
I ⊗ T (X)
σI,X //
lT (X) ''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
T (I ⊗X)
T (lX )ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
T (X)
Diagram 1.3. Unit constraint for the strength
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(X ⊗ Y )⊗ T (Z)
aX,Y,T (Z) //
σX⊗Y,Z

X ⊗ (Y ⊗ T (Z))
X⊗σY,Z // X ⊗ T (Y ⊗ Z)
σX,Y⊗Z

T ((X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z)
T (aX,Y,Z ) // T (X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z))
Diagram 1.4. Associativity constraint for the strength
X ⊗ T (Y )
σX,Y // T (X ⊗ Y )
X ⊗ Y
X⊗ηY
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
ηX⊗Y
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Diagram 1.5. Strong naturality of the unit
X ⊗ T 2(Y )
σX,T (Y ) //
X⊗µY

T (X ⊗ T (Y ))
T (σX,Y ) // T 2(X ⊗ Y )
µX⊗Y

X ⊗ T (Y )
σX,Y // T (X ⊗ Y )
Diagram 1.6. Strong naturality of the multiplication
Remark 1.3. The reader may observe that in this unravelled definition of a strong
monad the closed structure of E has disappeared. It was one of the insights of
Kock [16, 17] that a strong monad T is definable independently of any existing
closed structure, yet representing a monad which implicitly takes care of any self-
enrichment of E thanks to the adjoint relationship between tensor and hom.
This point of view will be even more important when dealing with strong monads
acting on monoidal model categories E since it turns out that the interference
between the strength of T and the cofibration structure of E is more transparent
than the interference between the enrichment of T and the fibration structure of E .
Proposition 1.4 (cf. Kock [17], Theorem 1.3). –
For any closed symmetric monoidal category E, the 2-category of tensored E-
categories, strong functors and strong natural transformations is 2-isomorphic to
the 2-category of tensored E-categories, E-functors and E-natural transformations.
Proof. The 0-cells of the two 2-categories are the same. We shall indicate canonical
bijections between the respective 1- and 2-cells and leave it to the reader to check
compatibility with the 2-categorical structures on both sides (see also [24]).
Note first that there is an evaluation map
evA1,A2 : A(A1, A2)⊗E A1 → A2
adjoint to the identity of A(A1, A2), as well as a coevaluation map
coevX,A : X → A(A,X ⊗E A)
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adjoint to the identity of X ⊗E A.
For a given functor F : A → B, any strength σX,A : X ⊗E F (A) → F (X ⊗E A)
determines an enrichment ϕA1,A2 by taking the adjoint of the composite map
A(A1, A2)⊗E F (A1)
σA(A1,A2),A1−→ F (A(A1, A2)⊗E A1)
F (evA1,A2 )−→ F (A2).
Conversely, any enrichment ϕA1,A2 : A(A1, A2) −→ B(F (A1), F (A2)) determines
a strength σX,A by taking the adjoint of the composite map
X
coevX,A
−→ A(A,X ⊗E A)
ϕA,X⊗EA−→ B(F (A), F (X ⊗E A)).
The two assignments are mutually inverse, because evaluation and coevaluation
satisfy the familiar triangle relations of counit and unit of an adjunction.
Let ψ : F ⇒ G be a natural transformation between functors F,G : A → B
which are endowed with strengths σF , σG, resp. their corresponding enrichments
ϕF , ϕG. Assume that ψ is strong natural. Then the following diagram
A(A1, A2)⊗E F (A1)
σF //
A(A1,A2) ⊗EψA1

F (A(A1, A2)⊗E A1)
F (evA1,A2 ) //
ψA(A1,A2)⊗EA1

F (A2)
ψA2

A(A1, A2)⊗E G(A1)
σG
// G(A(A1, A2)⊗E A1)
G(evA1,A2 )
// G(A2)
commutes, and a suitable adjoint of the outer rectangle shows that ψ is E-natural.
Conversely, assume that ψ is E-natural. Then the following diagram
X
coevX,A //
σˆF
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
σˆG
$$
A(A,X ⊗E A)
ϕF

ϕG // B(G(A), G(X ⊗E A))
ψ∗

B(F (A), F (X ⊗E A))
ψ∗
// B(F (A), G(X ⊗E A))
commutes which establishes by adjunction that ψ is strong natural. 
Corollary 1.5. For any closed symmetric monoidal category E, there is a canonical
one-to-one correspondence between strong monads and E-enriched monads on E.
If E has equalisers, then the category ET of T -algebras for a strong monad T is
E-enriched. If in addition ET has reflexive coequalisers, then ET is a tensored E-
category and the free-forgetful adjunction FT : E ⇆ E
T : UT is a strong adjunction.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 1.4 and Street’s formal theory of
monads [30]. The second assertion is classic for E-enriched monads T and produces
an E-enriched adjunction FT : E ⇆ E
T : UT . For the third assertion, it suffices
(again by Proposition 1.4 and [30]) to establish the existence of E-tensors in ET .
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For a T -algebra (X, ξX : T (X)→ X) in E
T and an object Z in E we define the
E-tensor Z ⊗E (X, ξX) in E
T by the following reflexive coequaliser
T (Z ⊗ T (X))
T (Z⊗ξX ) //
T (σZ,X )
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
T (Z ⊗X) // Z ⊗E (X, ξX)
T 2(Z ⊗X)
µZ⊗X
99rrrrrrrrrrrrrr
in ET . Note that the T -algebra maps µZ⊗X ◦ T (σZ,X) and T (Z ⊗ ξX) admit
T (Z ⊗ ηX) as common section because of the strong naturality of the unit η, cf.
Diagram 1.5. For T -algebras (X, ξX), (Y, ξY ) and any object Z in E we get the
following chain of trinatural E-isomorphisms
ET (Z ⊗E X,Y ) ∼= E
T (Coeq{T (Z ⊗ T (X))⇒ T (Z ⊗X)}, Y )
∼= Eq{ET (T (Z ⊗X), Y )⇒ ET (T (Z ⊗ T (X)), Y )}
∼= Eq{E(Z ⊗X,Y )⇒ E(Z ⊗ T (X), Y )}
∼= E(Z,Eq{E(X,Y )⇒ E(T (X), Y )})
∼= E(Z, ET (X,Y ))
where we have used on one side that the free-forgetful adjunction (FT , UT ) is an
E-adjunction, and on the other side that the pair (µZ⊗X ◦ T (σZ,X), T (Z ⊗ ξX))
transforms into the pair ((E(T (X), ξY ) ◦ ϕ
T
X,Y , E(ξX , Y )) : E(X,Y ) ⇒ E(T (X), Y )
the equaliser of which computes the E-enriched hom ET (X,Y ). 
Remark 1.6. It follows from an adjunction argument that the strength of the free
functor Z1 ⊗E FT (Z2) → FT (Z1 ⊗ Z2) is invertible for all objects Z1, Z2 of E .
However, the strength of the forgetful functor Z ⊗UT (X, ξX)→ UT (Z ⊗E (X, ξX))
is in general not invertible and is explicitly induced by the following diagram in E
Z ⊗ T 2(X)
Z⊗µX //
Z⊗T (ξX )
//
σZ,T (X)

Z ⊗ T (X)
Z⊗ξX//
σZ,X

Z ⊗ UT (X, ξX)

T (Z ⊗ T (X))
T (Z⊗ξX ) //
T (σZ,X )
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
T (Z ⊗X) // UT (Z ⊗E (X, ξX))
T 2(Z ⊗X)
µZ⊗X
::ttttttttttttttt
where the internal left square commutes by naturality of the strength σ and the
external pentagonal diagram on the left commutes by strong naturality of µ.
1.2. Linear monads and monoids. A strong monad (T, µ, η, σ) will be called
linear if its strength σX,Y : X ⊗ T (Y )→ T (X ⊗ Y ) is invertible for all X,Y .
Any monoid M in a symmetric monoidal category (E ,⊗, I) induces a linear
monad TM (X) = X ⊗M on E where the strength is induced by the associativity
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constraint of the monoidal structure of E . We will see that any linear monad on E
is of the form TM for an essentially unique monoid M = T (I) in E . In other words,
the category of linear monads on E is equivalent to the category of monoids in E .
Lemma 1.7. Let (T, µ, η, σ) be a strong monad on a closed symmetric monoidal
category (E ,⊗, I). The object T (I) of E is isomorphic to the E-enriched endomor-
phism monoid of the free T -algebra FT (I) generated by the monoidal unit I.
The induced monoid structure on T (I) is given by
mT (I) : T (I)⊗ T (I)
σT (I),I
−−−−→ T (T (I)⊗ I)
T (rT (I))
−−−−−→ T (T (I))
µI
−→ T (I)
with unit
eT (I) = ηI : I → T (I).
Proof. We have T (I) ∼= E(I, UTFT (I)) ∼= E
T (FT (I), FT (I)) so that T (I) inherits a
monoid structure from the E-enriched endomorphism object ET (FT (I), FT (I)).
In order to validate the asserted multiplicative map mT (I) and unit map eT (I),
it suffices to show that mT (I) derives through adjunction from evaluation
eval : ET (FT (I), FT (I))⊗E FT (I)→ FT (I)
or, what amounts to the same, from the composite map
ET (FT (I), FT (I))⊗UT (FT (I))→ UT (E
T (FT (I), FT (I))⊗EFT (I))
UT (eval)
−−−−−−→ UTFT (I)
where the first map is the strength of the forgetful functor UT , cf. Remark 1.6.
This composite map in turn is adjoint to the composite map
E(I, T (I))⊗ T (I)
σE(I,T (I)),I
−−−−−−−→ T (E(I, T (I))⊗ I)
T (eval)
−−−−−→ T (T (I))
µI
−→ T (I)
yielding precisely mT (I) up to the isomorphism E(I, T (I)) ∼= T (I) which identifies
evaluation E(I, T (I))⊗ I → T (I) with the unit constraint T (I)⊗ I ∼= T (I). 
Proposition 1.8. Any strong monad (T, µ, η, σ) on a closed symmetric monoidal
category E induces a strong monad transformation λ : − ⊗ T (I) → T (−) given
pointwise by
X ⊗ T (I)
λX //
σX,I
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
T (X)
T (X ⊗ I)
T (rX)
<<②②②②②②②②②②②②②②
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Proof. The natural transformation λ is strong because the following diagram
X ⊗ (Y ⊗ T (I))
aX,Y,T (I) //
X⊗σY,I

(X ⊗ Y )⊗ T (I)
σX⊗Y,I

X ⊗ T (Y ⊗ I)
T (aX,Y,I )◦σX,Y⊗I //
X⊗T (rY )

T ((X ⊗ Y )⊗ I)
T (rX⊗Y )

X ⊗ T (Y )
σX,Y // T (X ⊗ Y )
commutes (the upper diagram commutes by the associativity constraint of the
strength and the lower diagram commutes by the naturality of the strength). It
remains to be shown that λ is a morphism of monads. The unit constraint of λ
follows from the commutativity of the following diagram
X ⊗ T (I)
σX,I // T (X ⊗ I)
T (rX ) // T (X)
X ⊗ I
ηX⊗I
OO
X⊗ηI
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
rX

X
ηX
::ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
η˜X
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
where the upper left triangle commutes by strong naturality of η, the lower left
triangle by definition of η˜, and the right “square” by naturality of η.
The multiplicative constraint of λ
(X ⊗ T (I))⊗ T (I)
(λ◦λ)X //
µ˜X

T (T (X))
µX

X ⊗ T (I)
λX // T (X)
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follows from the commutativity of the following diagram
(X ⊗ T (I))⊗ T (I)
I
σX⊗T (I),I //
µ˜X

T ((X ⊗ T (I))⊗ I)
T (rX⊗T (I))

X ⊗ T (I)
IIσX,I

X ⊗ T 2(I)
X⊗µIoo
σX,T (I) // T (X ⊗ T (I))
T (σX,I )

T (X ⊗ I)
T (rX )

III
T 2(X ⊗ I)
T 2(rX )

µX⊗Ioo
T (X) T 2(X)
µXoo
in which Diagrams II and III commute by strong naturality of µ, while Diagram I
decomposes into three triangles
(X ⊗ T (I))⊗ T (I)
(X⊗σT (I),I )◦a
))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
T (a)◦σX⊗T (I),I //
µ˜X

T (X ⊗ (T (I)⊗ I))
T (X⊗rT(I))

X ⊗ T (I) X ⊗ T (T (I)⊗ I)
σX,T (I)⊗I
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧X⊗(µI◦T (rT (I)))oo
σX,T (I)◦(X⊗T (rT (I)))// T (X ⊗ T (I))
where the left triangle commutes by Lemma 1.7, the middle triangle by the asso-
ciativity constraint of σ, and the right triangle by naturality of σ. 
Corollary 1.9 (cf. Proposition 1.9 in [5]). A strong monad T on E is linear if and
only if the monad transformation λ : −⊗T (I)→ T induces an equivalence between
the category of T -algebras and the category of right T (I)-modules in E.
Proof. If T is linear, λ : −⊗T (I)→ T is invertible and induces thus an equivalence.
Conversely, if λ∗ is an equivalence, there exists a left adjoint λ! : ModT (I) → E
T
taking free T (I)-modules X ⊗ T (I) to free T -algebras (T (X), µX). The invertible
unit of the (λ!, λ
∗)-adjunction at a free T (I)-moduleX⊗T (I) may then be identified
with λX . This implies that the strength σX,I : X ⊗ T (I)→ T (X ⊗ I) is invertible
for all X . The associativity constraint of σ shows finally that σX,Y is invertible for
all X,Y , i.e. T is linear. 
Corollary 1.10. The category of monoids in E is equivalent to the category of
linear monads on E.
Proof. The functor which takes a monoid M to the linear monad −⊗M admits as
quasi-inverse the functor which takes a linear monad T to the monoid T (I). 
In virtue of the preceding two corollaries the natural transformation of strong
monads λ : − ⊗ T (I) → T may be considered as a linear approximation of the
monad T . We conjecture that linear approximations exist for any strong monad on
symmetric monoidal categories regardless of an existing closed structure.
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1.3. Gabriel’s characterisation of categories of R-modules. We give a short
proof of Gabriel’s [10] characterisation of module categories among Grothendieck
abelian categories using the formalism of strong monads. Recall that any additive
category is canonically enriched in the closed symmetric monoidal category Ab of
abelian groups. Additive functors are the same as Ab-enriched functors.
By a module category we mean a category of R-modules for a unital associative
ring R. Module categories are particular instances of Grothendieck abelian cate-
gories, i.e. abelian categories which have filtered colimits commuting with finite
limits and which have a generator. These categories are complete, cocomplete,
wellpowered and co-wellpowered so that a functor between Grothendieck abelian
categories admits a left (resp. right) adjoint if and only if the functor preserves
limits (resp. colimits). In particular, any Grothendieck abelian category is tensored
over the closed symmetric monoidal category Ab of abelian groups (cf. Section 1.1).
Proposition 1.11. For each object P of finite type of a Grothendieck abelian cat-
egory C, the functor HomC (P,−) : C → Ab and its left adjoint − ⊗Ab P : Ab → C
induce a finitary linear monad on the category Ab of abelian groups.
Proof. Both functors preserve filtered colimits and are Ab-enriched so that they
induce a finitary, strong monad. It remains to be proved that the strength of the
induced monad T (X) = HomC(P,X ⊗Ab P )
σX,Z : X ⊗HomC(P, P )→ HomC(P,X ⊗Ab P )
is an isomorphism for each abelian group X . Since domain and codomain of this
morphism commute with filtered colimits in X , it suffices to establish the property
for free abelian groups of finite rank. Let X be a free abelian group of rank n.
Then the left hand side may be identified with
⊕
nHomC(P, P ), the right hand side
with HomC(P, P ⊕ · · ·⊕P ), and the strength itself with the canonical isomorphism⊕
nHomC(P, P )
∼= HomC (P, P ⊕ · · · ⊕ P ). The monad T is thus linear. 
Theorem 1.12 (Gabriel [10]). A Grothendieck abelian category is equivalent to a
category of R-modules if and only if it contains a projective generator P of finite
type. In this case, the ring R may be chosen to be the endomorphism ring of P .
Proof. Since P is of finite type, we have a linear monad T (X) = HomC(P,X⊗AbP )
on the category of abelian groups by Proposition 1.11. According to Corollary 1.9,
the category AbT of T -algebras is equivalent to the category of right R-modules
where R = T (Z) = HomC(P, P ). It suffices thus to show that the comparison
functor φ : C → AbT is an equivalence of categories. Since C is cocomplete and P
is projective, the functor HomC(P,−) : C → Ab is right exact and the comparison
functor φ has a fully faithful left adjoint. Since P is a generator, the functor
HomC(P,−) is faithful, and hence so is φ. Therefore, φ reflects monomorphisms
and epimorphisms, and hence also isomorphisms. This shows that φ is conservative
and admits a fully faithful left adjoint, i.e. φ is an equivalence of categories. 
Remark 1.13. Applying the preceding theorem to C = ModS we obtain Morita’s cri-
terion [22] for when two rings R,S have equivalent categories of modules: this is the
case precisely when there exists an R−S-bimodule RPS such that the right S-module
PS is a projective generator of ModS of finite type fulfilling R ∼= HomS(PS , PS).
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2. Excisive model categories
In this section we introduce a class of pointed model categories, called excisive,
which roughly speaking capture half of the structure of a stable model category. The
category of based spaces, localised with respect to a generalised homology theory,
is an example of an excisive model category which is not stable. The category
of nonnegatively graded chain complexes over a ring (equipped with the projective
model structure) is another such example. The category of Γ-spaces (equipped with
the stable model structure of Bousfield-Friedlander) is a third such example.
Our main interest in excisive model categories comes from the fact that homo-
topy pushouts therein can be characterised by having weakly equivalent parallel
homotopy cofibres in much the same way as pushouts in abelian categories can be
characterised by having isomorphic parallel cokernels. This will be very helpful in
establishing the main theorem of Section 3.
A model category is left proper (resp. right proper) if weak equivalences are
closed under pushout (resp. pullback) along cofibrations (resp. fibrations), cf. [8].
Definition 2.1. A model category is said to be excisive (resp. stably excisive) if
the category is pointed, the model structure is left proper, and the derived suspension
functor is conservative (resp. fully faithful).
A model category is said to be coexcisive (resp. stably coexcisive) if the cate-
gory is pointed, the model structure is right proper, and the derived loop functor is
conservative (resp. fully faithful).
Recall (cf. Hovey [14]) that a stable model category is a pointed model category
such that the suspension-loop adjunction is a Quillen equivalence, i.e. induces a
derived self-equivalence of the homotopy category. A proper pointed model category
is thus a stable model category if and only if it is simultaneously stably excisive and
stably coexcisive. Note that one of the two stability conditions may be dropped
because for an adjoint pair of functors to be an adjoint equivalence it is enough to
assume that one part is fully faithful and the other part is conservative.
Our terminological choice has been guided by the fact that the category of based
spaces, localised with respect to a generalised homology theory E, is an example of
an excisive model category. The derived suspension is conservative here because of
the Suspension Isomorphism Theorem E•(X, ∗) ∼= E•+1(ΣX, ∗). The latter follows
from homological excision E•(CX,X) ∼= E•(CX/X, ∗) and the five-lemma.
Although excisiveness and coexcisiveness are dual concepts, they behave quite
differently in practice. For instance, the category of simplicial groups (equipped
with the Kan-Quillen model structure [23]) is a model for the homotopy theory of
based connected spaces, and is easily seen to be a coexcisive model category.
We fix for any object X of our excisive model category E a factorisation ofX → ∗
into a cofibration X ֌ CX followed by a weak equivalence CX
∼
−→ ∗, and call
CX a cone on X . We assume that E possesses a functorial cone construction. This
technical assumption is not absolutely necessary, but simplifies the arguments and is
satisfied in all our examples. Accordingly, we define for any morphism f : X → Y ,
the mapping cone Cf to be the pushout Cf = Y ∪X CX . The suspension ΣX of
X is then defined by ΣX = C(X→∗) = CX/X .
Remark 2.2. The mapping cone Cf is a homotopy cofibre of f : X → Y . For a
cofibration f : X ֌ Y the canonical map Cf → Y/X is a weak equivalence if the
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model category is left proper. Indeed, consider the following commutative diagram
X // //

f

CX
∼ //


⋆


Y // // Cf // Y/X
in which the lower horizontal sequence composes to the quotient map Y → Y/X .
Left square and outer rectangle are pushouts so that the right square is a pushout as
well and the induced map Cf → Y/X is a weak equivalence by left properness. It is
therefore consistent to call the sequence X ֌ Y → Y/X induced by a cofibration
a cofibre sequence. Without left properness much more effort is needed to get a
homotopically invariant notion of cofibre sequence, cf. [23, 14].
Left properness also implies that the suspension ΣX is weakly equivalent to
the suspension Σ(Xc) of any cofibrant replacement Xc
∼
−→ X of X . The derived
suspension functor is therefore conservative if and only if φ : X → Y is a weak
equivalence whenever Σφ : ΣX → ΣY is a weak equivalence. In other words, in an
excisive model category the suspension functor is “homotopically conservative”.
The derived suspension functor is fully faithful if and only if for any fibrant
replacement ΣX
∼
−→ (ΣX)f the adjoint X → Ω((ΣX)f ) is a weak equivalence.
Since fully faithful functors are conservative, any stably excisive model category is
an excisive model category. The converse is not true, cf. Remark 2.10.
Proposition 2.3. A left proper pointed model category is excisive if and only if
the following saturation property holds:
For every natural transformation of cofibre sequences
X //
f //
α

Y
g //
β

Y/X
γ

X ′ //
f ′ // Y ′
g′ // Y ′/X ′
Diagram 2.1.
if two among α, β, γ are weak equivalences then so is the third.
Proof. In any left proper pointed model category, if α and β are weak equivalences
then so is γ. Indeed, the quotients Y/X and Y ′/X ′ are weakly equivalent to the
homotopy cofibres Cf and Cf ′ , and α, β induce a weak equivalence Cf → Cf ′ so
that the 2-out-of-3 property of weak equivalences allows us to conclude.
Assume now that the model category is excisive and that β and γ are weak
equivalences. We get then the following natural transformation of cofibre sequences
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Y // //
β

Cf //
γ˜

Cf/Y = ΣX
Σα

Y ′ // // Cf ′ // Cf ′/Y ′ = ΣY
Diagram 2.2.
in which γ˜ is a weak equivalence by the 2-out-3 property of weak equivalences,
so that the map Σα is a weak equivalence according to the preceding argument.
The map α : X → X ′ is therefore a weak equivalence as well, since the derived
suspension functor is conservative. Let us finally assume that α and γ in Diagram
2.1 are weak equivalences. Then γ˜ and Σα in Diagram 2.2 are weak equivalences
so that by the preceding proof β : Y → Y ′ is a weak equivalence as well.
Conversely, if the saturation property for cofibre sequences holds, then for any
cofibrationX ֌ Y we get the following natural transformation of cofibre sequences
X // //
f

CX //
∼Cf

ΣX
Σf

Y // // CY // ΣY
so that f is a weak equivalence if and only if Σf is, i.e. the derived supension
functor is conservative. 
Proposition 2.4. A left proper pointed model category is excisive if and only if
the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) A cofibration X ֌ Y is acyclic whenever its quotient Y/X is.
(b) A map h : Y → Y ′ of cofibrations under X
X||
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②②
② ""
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
Y
h // Y ′
is a weak equivalence whenever its quotient map h/X : Y/X → Y ′/X is.
Proof. If the model category is excisive then condition (a) follows from Proposition
2.3 by putting α = f and β = idY in Diagram 2.1, and condition (b) follows from
Proposition 2.3 by putting α = idX and β = h in Diagram 2.1.
For the converse, observe first in order to show that the model category is exci-
sive, it suffices to establish implication (β, γ weqs =⇒ α weq) in Diagram 2.1, cf.
the proof of Proposition 2.3. Let us thus assume that conditions (a) and (b) are
satisfied and that β, γ are weak equivalences.
Since γ is a weak equivalence, condition (b) implies that the left square in Dia-
gram 2.1 is a homotopy pushout because the comparison map X ′ ∪X Y → Y
′ is a
weak equivalence. This homotopy pushout factors into two commuting squares by
factoring α into a cofibration α˜ : A ֌ A˜ followed by a weak equivalence A˜ → A′
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and taking the pushout of α˜ along the cofibration f . The weak equivalence β factors
then through the resulting cofibration β˜ : B ֌ B˜ via a weak equivalence B˜ → B′.
Since β is a weak equivalence, the 2-out-of-3 property of weak equivalences implies
that β˜ is a acyclic cofibration. Therefore, the induced weak equivalence on quo-
tients A′/A→ B′/B implies that A′/A is acyclic, whence α˜ is a acyclic cofibration
by property (a) and α is a weak equivalence, as required. 
Remark 2.5. The three implications in Proposition 2.3 play different roles: while
implication (α, β weqs =⇒ γ weq) holds in any left proper pointed model category,
implication (α, γ weqs =⇒ β weq) amounts to condition 2.4(b), and implication
(β, γ weqs =⇒ α weq) alone already implies that the model category is excisive.
Each pointed model category defines a Waldhausen category [32], cf. Remark
3.2. By Remark 2.2 and Proposition 2.3, for a left proper pointed model category
to be excisive, is a property of the associated Waldhausen category. Implication
(α, γ weq =⇒ β weq) holds, resp. condition 2.4(b) is satisfied, if and only if the
associated Waldhausen category satisfies the so-called extension property, cf. [32].
Proposition 2.6. In a left proper pointed model category fulfilling condition 2.4(b)
(e.g. any excisive model category) a commutative square is a homotopy pushout if
and only if the induced map on parallel homotopy cofibres is a weak equivalence.
Proof. In a left proper model category we can replace a commutative square
A
f //
α

B
β

C
g
// D
with a weakly equivalent one in which f and g are cofibrations. It suffices thus
to show that if f and g are cofibrations then the square is a homotopy pushout
precisely when the induced map on quotients B/A → D/C is a weak equivalence.
This quotient map factors as an isomorphism B/A ∼= (C ∪A B)/C followed by a
quotient map (C ∪A B)/C → D/C under C. By means of condition 2.4(b), the
latter is a weak equivalence precisely when the comparison map C ∪A B → D of
the given square is a weak equivalence, which in left proper model categories is
equivalent to the square being a homotopy pushout. 
Proposition 2.7. Let F : E → E ′ be a functor between pointed model categories
preserving finite colimits, cofibrations and weak equivalences.
(a) If E ′ is excisive and F reflects weak equivalences, then E is excisive;
(b) If in addition E ′ is stably excisive and F is the left adjoint part of a Quillen
adjunction with weakly invertible homotopy units, then E is stably excisive.
Proof. Left properness of E is inherited from E ′ since F preserves cofibrations, weak
equivalences and pushouts, and moreover reflects weak equivalences. Hypothesis
(a) (resp. (b)) implies that the left derived functor LF : Ho(E) → Ho(E ′) is con-
servative (resp. fully faithful) and the left derived functor LΣE′ : Ho(E
′)→ Ho(E ′)
is also conservative (resp. fully faithful). It follows then from the commutation of
left derived functors LΣE′ ◦ LF = LF ◦ LΣE that LΣE is conservative (resp. fully
faithful) as well, i.e. E is an excisive (resp. stably excisive) model category. 
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Goodwillie [12] defines a functor to be excisive if the functor takes homotopy
pushouts to homotopy pullbacks. Condition 2.8(a) below expresses thus that the
identity functor of the model category is excisive in Goodwillie’s sense.
Proposition 2.8. For a left proper pointed model category the following conditions
are equivalent:
(a) every homotopy pushout is a homotopy pullback;
(b) every cofibre sequence is a homotopy fibre sequence.
Either of these conditions implies that the model category is stably excisive.
Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b). Conversely, assume that (b) holds and consider the
following commutative cube
X ′ //
f ′ //

Y ′


X
;;①①①①①①①①①
// f //



Y
==③③③③③③③③


CX ′ // Cf ′
CX
∼
<<③③③③③③③③③
// Cf
∼
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
in which we assume that the top face is a homotopy pushout with a pair of cofibra-
tions f, f ′. By left properness we can always reduce to this case. The induced map
on the homotopy cofibres is then a weak equivalence so that the bottom face is a
homotopy pullback. Front and back faces are weakly equivalent to pushout squares
of cofibre sequences and hence homotopy pullbacks by assumption. It follows that
the top face is a homotopy pullback as well, whence (a).
Applying (b) to the cofibre sequence X ֌ CX → ΣX yields a weak equivalence
X → Ω(ΣX)f for each object X , whence the model category is stably excisive. 
Remark 2.9. Proposition 2.8 admits a partial converse due to an embedding theo-
rem of Schwede [26, Section 2.2]: every cofibrantly generated stably excisive model
category E embeds into its category of spectra Sp(E) by a left Quillen functor Σ∞ in
such a way that the homotopy units of the Quillen adjunction Σ∞ : E ⇆ Sp(E) : Ω∞
are weakly invertible. Since Sp(E) is a stable model category, this readily implies
that every homotopy pushout in E is a homotopy pullback, i.e. the identity functor
of E is excisive in Goodwillie’s sense [12].
Up to cofibrant generation our notion of stably excisive model category coincides
thus with Goodwillie’s notion of excisive identity functor.
Remark 2.10. The preceding remark helps to understand the difference between
“excisive” and “stably excisive” model categories. Indeed, any excisive functor has
“vanishing cross-effects”, which in the case of an excisive identity functor means that
the canonical map X ∨ Y → X×˜Y into the derived product is a weak equivalence.
This is certainly not true for the excisive model category of based topological spaces,
localised with respect to a generalised homology theory E, because homological
excision yields here canonical isomorphisms E•(X × Y,X ∨ Y ) ∼= E•(X ∧ Y, ∗).
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3. Homotopical Gabriel-Morita theory
In this central section we give sufficient conditions for a strong monad T acting
on a pointed monoidal model category E to the effect that the linear approximation
of Section 1 induces a Quillen equivalence λ! : ModT (I) ⇆ E
T : λ∗.
In a first “crude” version (cf. Theorem 3.7) we show that this is essentially the
case if the strength of T is weakly invertible and the forgetful functor ET → E takes
free cell attachments of T -algebras to homotopical cell attachments in E .
In a second more useful version (cf. Theorem 3.13) we show that if E is an
excisive model category in the sense of Section 2 then the condition on the forgetful
functor can be replaced with a condition on the monad itself, namely that T should
take cofibre sequences to homotopy cofibre sequences. This second version relies on
a careful homotopical analysis of the so-called bar resolution of a T -algebra. The
more technical aspects of this analysis have been deferred to Section 4.
3.1. Cell extensions and cell attachments. To ease and shorten terminology,
a cofibration between cofibrant objects will be called a cell extension throughout.
Lemma 3.1 (Gluing Lemma). Consider a commutative cube in a model category
X ′ //

T ′


X
∼
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
//



T
∼
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦


Y ′ // Z ′
Y
∼
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
// Z
∼
>>
such that front and back squares are pushouts, X ֌ Y and X ′ ֌ Y ′ are cell
extensions and the three backward oriented arrows X
∼
−→ X ′, Y
∼
−→ Y ′, T
∼
−→ T ′
are weak equivalences between cofibrant objects. Then the fourth backward oriented
arrow Z → Z ′ is also a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects.
Remark 3.2. There are (at least) two proofs of the Gluing Lemma. The first uses
the technique of Reedy categories (cf. [13, 14]) and establishes the Gluing Lemma
as a special instance of the fact that a weak equivalence between Reedy cofibrant
diagrams with values in a model category induces a weak equivalence between
their colimits. The second proof establishes the Gluing Lemma for any category of
cofibrant objects in the sense of Kenneth Brown [9] by a direct diagram chase.
A category of cofibrant objects is a category equipped with an initial object, wide
subcategories of cofibrations and weak equivalences fulfilling the following axioms
(1) Every object is cofibrant;
(2) Weak equivalences have the 2-out-of-3 property;
(3a) Cofibrations are closed under cobase-change;
(3b) Acyclic cofibrations are closed under cobase-change;
(4) Every map factors as a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence.
If we assume axioms (1), (2), (3a) and (4) of a category of cofibrant objects then
axiom (3b) is actually equivalent to Gluing Lemma 3.1. Indeed, one first shows
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that in virtue of Brown’s Lemma, (3b) implies that factorisation (4) is stable under
cobase-change along cofibrations. This implies the Gluing Lemma by a well-known
cubical diagram chase. Conversely, (3b) is a special case of the Gluing Lemma.
A Waldhausen category is a pointed category of cofibrant objects in which only
axioms (1), (2), (3a) and the Gluing Lemma 3.1 hold. Waldhausen [32] treats axiom
(4) separately and calls a functorial version of it the cylinder axiom.
Definition 3.3. A commutative square
X //


T

Y // Z
will be called a homotopical cell attachment if all objects of the square are cofibrant,
the vertical map X ֌ Y is a cofibration (and hence a cell extension) and the
comparison map Y ∪X T → Z is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects.
Remark 3.4. If the comparison map is an isomorphism, we say that the pushout
square is a cell attachment. Observe that in a cell attachment the cofibrancy of
the fourth object Z is automatic, i.e. a property, while in a homotopical cell
attachment it is part of the structure. The cofibrancy of the fourth object ensures
that a homotopical cell attachment is a homotopy pushout in the homotopical sense.
Lemma 3.5. The Gluing Lemma 3.1 remains true if front and back squares of the
cube are homotopical cell attachments.
Proof. This follows from the 2-out-of-3 property of weak equivalences. 
3.2. Free cell extensions and free cell attachments. –
For a monad T on a model category E permitting a transfer of the model structure
to ET , a map of T -algebras V ֌ W will be called a free cell extension if V is a
cofibrant T -algebra and V ֌W is part of the following pushout square in ET
FT (X) //


V


FT (Y ) // W
whereX ֌ Y is a cell extension in E . Such a pushout square will be called a free cell
attachment. If E is pointed and T preserves the null-object, the induced sequence
V ֌ W → W/V will be called a free cofibre sequence. Notice that the quotient
W/V of this free cofibre sequence is isomorphic to the free T -algebra FT (Y/X).
3.3. Monoidal model categories and tractability. –
Recall that a monoidal model category [14] is a closed symmetric monoidal cat-
egory (E ,⊗, I) equipped with a compatible Quillen model structure. This compat-
ibility is expressed by the pushout-product and unit axioms. The pushout-product
axiom requires the monoidal structure − ⊗ − : E × E → E to be a left Quillen
bifunctor [14]. The unit axiom is redundant if the monoidal unit is cofibrant.
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We shall say that a monoidal model category is tractable if the monoidal unit
is cofibrant and the underlying model category is cofibrantly generated admitting a
generating set of cell extensions for its cofibrations, cf. Barwick [1].
A monoid (M,m, e) in E is well-pointed if its unit map e : I →M is a cofibration
in E . Tensoring with a well-pointed monoid M preserves (acyclic) cofibrations.
Lemma 3.6 ([5], Proposition 2.7). In any cofibrantly generated monoidal model
category the category of right modules over a well-pointed monoid carries a trans-
ferred model structure.
Theorem 3.7. Let (T, µ, η, σ) be a strong monad on a tractable monoidal model
category (E ,⊗, I) such that
(a) the category of T-algebras admits a transferred model structure;
(b) the unit ηI : I → T (I) at the monoidal unit is a cofibration;
(c) the strength σX,Y : X ⊗ T (Y ) → T (X ⊗ Y ) is a weak equivalence for all
cofibrant objects X,Y in E;
(d) the forgetful functor UT : E
T → E takes free cell attachments in ET to
homotopical cell attachments in E (cf. Definition 3.3 and Section 3.2).
Then the linear approximation λ : − ⊗ T (I)→ T induces a Quillen equivalence
(λ!, λ
∗) between the category of right T (I)-modules and the category of T -algebras
and hence an adjoint equivalence of the corresponding homotopy categories
Lλ! : Ho(ModT (I)) ≃ Ho(E
T ) : Rλ∗.
Proof. By Corollary 1.5, the category ET is a tensored E-category. By Lemma
3.6 and hypothesis (b), the category of right T (I)-modules admits a transferred
model structure, as does the category of T -algebras by hypothesis (a). The linear
approximation λ : −⊗ T (I)→ T is a morphism of strong monads (cf. Proposition
1.8) and induces thus an E-adjunction. More precisely, the right adjoint λ∗ takes
the T -algebra (X, ξX : T (X)→ X) to the T (I)-module (X, ξXλX : X⊗T (I)→ X)
and preserves the underlying objects. The left adjoint functor λ! exists since E
T is
cocomplete. The commutative diagram of right adjoint functors
ET
λ∗ //
UT
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ ModT (I)
VT
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
E
induces an analogous commutative diagram of left adjoint functors, in particular λ!
takes free T (I)-modules to free T -algebras.
Since both model structures are transferred, the right adjoint λ∗ preserves and
reflects fibrations and weak equivalences, and is thus a right Quillen functor. It
follows that λ! is a left Quillen functor and the adjoint pair (λ!, λ
∗) is a Quillen
pair. In order to prove that it is a Quillen equivalence it suffices now to show that
for each cofibrant T (I)-module M , the unit of the adjunction ηM : M → λ
∗λ!(M)
is a weak equivalence. The unit at a free module X ⊗T (I) is given by the strength
ηX⊗T (I) = σX,I : X ⊗ T (I)→ T (X)
and is therefore a weak equivalence if X is cofibrant in E , by hypothesis (c) and
the cofibrancy of the monoidal unit I. We shall now extend this property to all
cofibrant T (I)-modules.
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We first show that the property “ηZ : Z → λ
∗λ!(Z) is a weak equivalence
between VT -cofibrant T (I)-modules” is closed under cobase change of Z along free
T (I)-maps on cell extensions in E . Let us consider the following commutative cube
T (X) //

λ∗λ!(Z
′)

X ⊗ T (I)
∼
99sssssssss
//



Z ′
∼
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇

T (Y ) // λ∗λ!(Z)
Y ⊗ T (I)
∼
99sssssssss
// Z
∼
;;
in which we suppose inductively that ηZ′ : Z
′ → λ∗λ!(Z
′) is a weak equivalence
between VT -cofibrant T (I)-modules and that Z
′ is a cofibrant T (I)-module. Since
X and Y are cofibrant in E , the front square is a free cell attachment in ModT (I)
in the sense of Definition 3.3. Since the forgetful functor VT : ModT (I) → E
preserves pushouts and cofibrant objects and detects weak equivalences, it suffices
by Lemma 3.5 to prove that the back square is a homotopical cell attachment in E
after application of VT . This follows from hypothesis (d) since the back square is
the image under λ∗ of a free cell attachment in ET and hence taken to a homotopical
cell attachment in E by the forgetful functor VT because VTλ
∗ = UT . Therefore, the
unit ηZ : Z → λ
∗λ!(Z) is a weak equivalence between VT -cofibrant T (I)-modules
and Z is a cofibrant T (I)-module, as required for the inductive step.
Any cellular T (I)-module is obtained from the initial T (I)-module by a possibly
transfinite composition of cobase changes of the aforementioned kind because E is
cellularly generated. A well-known telescope lemma implies then that ηZ is a weak
equivalence for all cellular T (I)-modules. Any cofibrant T (I)-module is retract of a
cellular one, so that ηZ is a weak equivalence for all cofibrant T (I)-modules Z. 
Remark 3.8. Theorem 3.7 is a crude version of our homotopical Gabriel-Morita
theory. The four hypotheses are different in nature:
Hypothesis (a) can be reformulated if the monad T preserves reflexive coequalis-
ers in which case ET is a cocomplete E-category with E-tensors and E-cotensors.
The latter yield path-objects for fibrant T -algebras so that the existence of a trans-
ferred model structure amounts to the existence of a fibrant replacement functor
for T -algebras provided Quillen’s small object argument is available in ET (cf. [3]).
Hypothesis (b) ensures the existence of a transferred model structure on T (I)-
modules. Note that our proof of Theorem 3.7 also uses the property that tensoring
with I → T (I) takes cofibrant objects to cell extensions.
Hypothesis (c) can be weakened and already follows from the special case Y = I
in virtue of the cofibrancy of the monoidal unit, the associativity constraint of the
strength and Brown’s Lemma. It is crucial that the strength σX,I coincides up to
isomorphism with the unit of the (λ!, λ
∗)-adjunction at free T (I)-modules.
Hypothesis (d) is certainly the most difficult to check in practice and has the
inconvenience that it strongly involves the behaviour of pushouts of T -algebras.
Section 3.4 discusses conditions on E and on T implying (d).
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3.4. Excellent and homotopically right exact monads. This part of Section
3 contains our main theorem. We freely use results and terminology of Section 4.
Definition 3.9. A strong monad (T, µ, η, σ) on a monoidal model category E will
be called excellent if
(1) the monad preserves filtered colimits and reflexive coequalisers;
(2) the unit ηX : X → T (X) is a cofibration at each cofibrant object X;
(3) the category of T -algebras admits a transferred model structure.
Definition 3.10. A monad (T, µ, η) on a pointed model category E will be called
homotopically right exact if
(1) the monad preserves the null-object;
(2) for each cell extension X ֌ Y the image T (X)→ T (Y ) is a cell extension
and the induced map T (Y )/T (X)→ T (Y/X) is a weak equivalence;
(3) the functor UT : E
T → E takes free cell extensions to cell extensions.
Proposition 3.11. Let T be an excellent monad on a tractable monoidal model
category E with standard system of simplices. If T is homotopically right exact and
E is excisive, then the forgetful functor UT : E
T → E takes
(1) free cofibre sequences in ET to homotopy cofibre sequences in E;
(2) free cell attachments in ET to homotopical cell attachments in E.
Proof. We first show that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Consider a free cell attachment
FT (X) //


V


FT (Y ) // W
where X ֌ Y is a cell extension in E and V is a cofibrant T -algebra. In particular,
the vertical quotients are isomorphic so that we get FT (Y/X) ∼= W/V in E
T . Since
T is homotopically right exact, the underlying maps of the two vertical arrows are
cell extensions in E . Therefore, since E is excisive, Proposition 2.6 tells us that the
underlying square in E is a homotopical cell attachment, i.e. (2) holds, if and only
if the induced map on quotients
UT (FT (Y ))/UT (FT (X))→ UT (W )/UT (V )
is a weak equivalence. Now (1) holds if and only if the canonical map
UT (W )/UT (V )→ UT (W/V )
is a weak equivalence. The composition of both yields the canonical map
UT (FT (Y ))/UT (FT (X))→ UT (FT (Y/X)) ∼= UT (W/V )
which is a weak equivalence because T is homotopically right exact. The 2-out-of-3
property of weak equivalences shows that (1) and (2) are equivalent.
Let us establish (1). The simplicial bar resolution applied to the free cofibre
sequence V ֌ W → W/V defines a sequence B.(V ) → B.(W ) → B.(W/V ) of
simplicial T -algebras. Since E is tractable, the transferred model structure on ET
possesses a generating system of cell extensions for its cofibrations, cf. Section
3.3. This together with property (3) of a homotopically right exact monad implies
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(by a transfinite induction) that cofibrant T -algebras have an underlying cofibrant
object. Therefore, by Theorem 4.10(a), in the following commutative diagram
|UTB.(W )/UTB.(V )|
α //
∼

|UT (B.(W )/B.(V ))|
β // |UTB.(W/V )|
∼

UT (W )/UT (V ) γ
// UT (W/V )
the vertical arrows are weak equivalences. In order to show that γ is a weak
equivalence, i.e. (1) holds, it is enough that α and β are weak equivalences. The
map β underlies the weak equivalence B(W )/B(V )
∼
−→ B(W/V ) of Corollary 4.11.
Since UTB.(W/V ) is τ -cofibrant by Theorem 4.10(c), Lemma 3.12 just below
implies that UT (B.(W )/B.(V )) is τ -cofibrant as well. Moreover, the canonical map
UTB.(V ) → UTB.(W ) is a degreewise cofibration between τ -cofibrant simplicial
objects, and hence a τ -cofibration by Proposition 4.6(a). In particular, its quotient
UTB.(W )/UTB.(V ) is τ -cofibrant by Proposition 4.6(d). In virtue of Lemma 4.3 it
is thus sufficient to show that α is the geometric realisation of a degreewise weak
equivalence. This is indeed the case, since T is homotopically right exact, and
αn : UTBn(W )/UTBn(V )→ UT (Bn(W )/Bn(V ))
is of the form T (Y )/T (X)→ T (Y/X) for X = T nUT (V ) and Y = T
nUT (W ). 
Lemma 3.12. In an excisive monoidal model category with standard system of
simplices, for any two degreewise cofibrant simplicial objects which become weakly
equivalent after geometric realisation, if one is τ-cofibrant then so is the other.
Proof. It suffices (by the 2-out-of-3 property of weak equivalences) to show that for
any map φ : X → Y of degreewise cofibrant simplicial objects, for which |X | → |Y |
is a weak equivalence, the fat realisation ‖X‖ → ‖Y ‖ is a weak equivalence as well.
This is true for a degreewise weak equivalence φ because τ(φ) is a degreewise
weak equivalence between Reedy cofibrant objects in this case. Since any simplicial
map factors as a Reedy cofibration followed by a degreewise weak equivalence,
it remains to treat the case of a Reedy cofibration φ. The geometric realisation
|φ| : |X | → |Y | is then an acyclic cofibration with acyclic quotient |Y/X |. Since
Y/X is Reedy cofibrant, it is τ -cofibrant by Lemma 4.5, so that ‖Y/X‖ is acyclic
as well. Property 2.4(a) of an excisive model category implies then that the fat
realisation ‖X‖ → ‖Y ‖ is an acyclic cofibration as well. 
Theorem 3.13. Let T be an excellent monad on a tractable monoidal model cate-
gory (E ,⊗, I) with standard system of simplices.
If T is homotopically right exact and E is excisive then the linear approximation
λ : − ⊗ T (I) → T induces a Quillen equivalence precisely when the strength σX,Y
of the monad T is a weak equivalence for all cofibrant objects X,Y of E.
Proof. The excellence of T implies hypotheses (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.7. Propo-
sition 3.11 implies that (d) also holds. Therefore if (c) holds then linear approxi-
mation is a Quillen equivalence. Conversely, we have seen in the proof of Theorem
3.7 that the latter being a Quillen equivalence implies that σX,I and hence σX,Y
are weak equivalences for all cofibrant objects X,Y , cf. Remark 3.8. 
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3.5. Recovering a theorem of Schwede. Segal’s [29] category of Γ-spaces will
be denoted GS. By Γ-space we mean a functor A : Γop → sSet defined on finite
based sets and taking values in simplicial sets. We require Γ-spaces to preserve
singletons so that GS is a pointed category. According to Bousfield-Friedlander
[8] the category GS carries a stable model structure with the property that its
homotopy category Ho(GS) is stable homotopy of connective spectra. Despite of
the terminology the category GS is not a stable model category [14] but only a
stably excisive model category in the sense of Section 2 so that our results apply.
In a genuin stable context other techniques are available, cf. Schwede-Shipley [28].
Each Γ-space A induces a strong endofunctor A of the category sSet∗ of based
simplicial sets (cf. [29, 8, 2]). Composition of endofunctors corresponds to a circle-
product of Γ-spaces. Circle-monoids (A,m : A ◦ A → A) correspond one-to-one
to pointed simplicial Lawvere theories or, equivalently, to strong monads (A,m :
A ◦A→ A) on sSet∗ which are determined by their restriction to Γ
op, cf. [27, 18].
Schwede shows in [27, Theorem 4.4] that for any circle-monoid (A,m : A◦A→ A)
connective stable homotopy of (sSet∗)
A is equivalent to the homotopy category of
modules over a certain Γ-ring ΓA = (A, µ : A ∧ A→ A). The smash-product of Γ-
spaces is a closed symmetric monoidal structure on GS induced by Day convolution
from the smash product of finite based sets, cf. Lydakis [19]. Smash-product and
circle-product share the same unit Γ1 = Γ(−, 1+), where 1+ is a two-element set.
The strong monad A extends to a strong monad on (GS,∧,Γ1) in such a way
that homotopy of A-algebras in GS is connective stable homotopy of A-algebras
in sSet∗. On the other hand, Schwede’s Γ-ring ΓA may be identified with the
endomorphism-ring of A(Γ1). Therefore, Schwede’s [27, Theorem 4.4] becomes an
instance of our Theorem 3.13 provided the hypotheses of the latter are satisfied.
The following three points must be verified:
(a) (GS,∧,Γ1) is a monoidal model category;
(b) The strength σB,C of A is a stable equivalence for cofibrant Γ-spaces B,C;
(c) The monad A : GS → GS is excellent and homotopically right exact.
For this we use several times the fact that the assembly map B ∧C → B ◦C is a
stable equivalence if B or C is a cofibrant Γ-space, as shown by Lydakis [19, 5.29].
For (a) note that the pushout-product axiom holds for cofibrations (cf. [19, 6])
so that it is enough to show that B ∧ C is stably acyclic if B or C is. By Lydakis’
theorem we can study the circle-product B ◦ C instead, where the property holds
because a Γ-space is stably acyclic precisely when its associated Segal spectrum is.
For (b) note that the monad A is given by left composition A◦− and the strength
σB,C is given by a map B ∧ (A ◦ C) → A ◦ (B ∧ C) which for the unit C = Γ
1
coincides (up to a switch) with the assembly map. By Remark 3.8 this suffices.
For (c) details may be found in [24] where the special case of a well-pointed circle-
monoid A is treated. The general case reduces to this thanks to [25, Theorem C].
Let us mention that Condition 3.10(2) for the monad A follows from diagram:
A ∧B //
∼

A ∧C //
∼

A ∧ (C/B)
∼

∼
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
A ◦B // A ◦ C // (A ◦ C)/(A ◦B) // A ◦ (C/B)
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4. Fat realisation and simplicial bar resolution
We investigate homotopical properties of the simplicial bar resolution of T -
algebras for excellent monads T , cf. Definition 3.9. These properties have been
essential in establishing Theorem 3.13. Our method relies on [4, Appendix] where
it has been shown that in presence of a standard system of simplices there is a well
behaved geometric realisation functor for Reedy cofibrant simplicial objects in any
monoidal model category. Thanks to Segal’s fat realisation [29] the good behaviour
of the geometric realisation functor extends to a larger class of simplicial objects,
half-way in between degreewise cofibrant and Reedy cofibrant.
We assume throughout that C is a model category and that the category sC of
simplicial objects of C is endowed with the Reedy model structure, cf. [13, 14]. We
also assume that C is an E-model category for a monoidal model category (E ,⊗, IE)
with cofibrant monoidal unit IE and standard system of simplices δ. This amounts
to a cosimplicial object δ : ∆ → E such that left Kan extension along the Yoneda
embedding y : ∆→ sSet yields a symmetric monoidal left Quillen functor
| − |δ : (sSet,×,∆[0])→ (E ,⊗, IE )
with invertible unit-constraint IE ∼= |∆[0]|δ and weakly invertible structural maps
|D1|δ ⊗ |D2|δ
∼
−→ |D1 ×D2|δ, cf. [4, Proposition A.13].
There is an associated geometric realisation functor | − | : sC → C for the
simplicial objects of C defined by the coend
|X | = X ⊗∆ δ
using the E-action on C. Since y : ∆→ sSet is a Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial object
of sSet, the given cosimplicial object δ = | − |δ ◦ y : ∆→ E is Reedy cofibrant and
the geometric realisation functor | − | : sC → C is a left Quillen functor.
4.1. Fat realisation. To the geometric realisation functor | − | : sC → C we as-
sociate a fat realisation functor ‖−‖ : sC → C, following Segal [29, Appendix A].
We first define an endofunctor τ : sC → sC which serves as a Reedy cofibrant re-
placement functor for degreewise cofibrant simplicial objects. The endofunctor τ
underlies the comonad induced by the following adjunction
i∗ : C∆
op
⇆ C∆
op
inj : i!
where i : ∆inj →֒ ∆ denotes the inclusion of the wide subcategory of injective (i.e.
face) operators. We put τ(X) = i!i
∗(X) with augmentation τ(X) → X being the
counit of the adjunction, and define the fat realisation by
‖X‖ = |τ(X)| → |X |.
Since the subcategory ∆inj is a Reedy category with ∆inj = ∆
+
inj , a presheaf on
∆inj is Reedy cofibrant precisely when it is degreewise cofibrant. Each degreewise
cofibrant simplicial object X has thus a Reedy cofibrant restriction i∗(X). Since
the right adjoint i∗ is a right Quillen functor, the left adjoint i! is a left Quillen
functor so that the endofunctor τ converts degreewise cofibrant into Reedy cofibrant
simplicial objects. Explicitly, in simplicial degree n, we have the formula
τ(X)n =
∐
∆sur([n],[k])
Xk
where the coproduct is taken over the finite set of surjective (i.e. degeneracy)
operators with domain [n].
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Lemma 4.1. Fat realisation takes degreewise (acyclic) cofibrations to (acyclic)
cofibrations. In particular, it takes degreewise weak equivalences between degreewise
cofibrant simplicial objects to weak equivalences between cofibrant objects.
Proof. Geometric realisation takes (acyclic) Reedy cofibrations to (acyclic) cofibra-
tions, and τ converts degreewise (acyclic) cofibrations into (acyclic) Reedy cofibra-
tions. The second statement is a consequence of Brown’s Lemma. 
Reedy cofibrancy implies degreewise cofibrancy but the converse is wrong in
general. On the other hand, fat realisation does not preserve finite limits as does
geometric realisation, and is therefore less compatible with “algebraic structures”.
This motivates the following compromise between the two cofibrancy notions.
Definition 4.2. A simplicial map f : X → Y is called τ -cofibration if it is degree-
wise a cofibration and the induced map |X | ∪‖X‖ ‖Y ‖ → |Y | is a weak equivalence.
A simplicial object X is thus τ-cofibrant precisely whenX is degreewise cofibrant
and the map ‖X‖ → |X | is a weak equivalence. For any τ -cofibrant simplicial
object, fat realisation is thus a cofibrant replacement of geometric realisation.
Lemma 4.3. Geometric realisation takes degreewise weak equivalences between τ-
cofibrant simplicial objects to weak equivalences.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 and 2-out-of-3 of weak equivalences. 
Lemma 4.4. Let − ⊗ − : A × B → C be a left Quillen bifunctor (cf. [14]). For
any cofibration f : X ֌ Y in A and any weak equivalence between cofibrant objects
g : V
∼
−→ Z in B, the induced comparison map
fg : X ⊗ Z ∪X⊗V Y ⊗ V → Y ⊗ Z
is a weak equivalence in C.
Proof. Brown’s Lemma yields a factorisation of g : V
∼
−→ Z into an acyclic cofi-
bration h : V
∼
֌ W followed by a retraction r : W
∼
−→ Z of an acyclic cofibration
i : Z
∼
֌W . This yields the following commutative diagram in C:
X ⊗ V
X⊗h //
f⊗V

X ⊗W
X⊗r //
f⊗W

X ⊗ Z
f⊗Z

Y ⊗ V
Y⊗h
// Y ⊗W
Y⊗r
// Y ⊗ Z
The two squares have comparison maps fh and fr. Let us denote by f˜ the
pushout of the left vertical f ⊗V along X⊗h such that we get (fh)◦ f˜ = f ⊗W ,
and by r˜ the pushout of X ⊗ r along f˜ .
A diagram chase implies then that the comparison map fg of the outer rec-
tangle factors as the pushout of the comparison map fh along r˜ followed by the
comparison map fr. Since fh is an acyclic cofibration it suffices thus to show
that fr is a weak equivalence. This is the case because a similar argument (ap-
plied to the maps i, r) shows that fr is a retraction of a cobase-change of the
acyclic cofibration fi, so that fr a indeed a weak equivalence. 
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Lemma 4.5. Any Reedy cofibration is a τ-cofibration.
Proof. There is a cosimplicial object yτ : ∆→ sSet such that τ(X) becomes a coend
X⊗∆yτ and the augmentation τ(X)→ X a map of coendsX⊗∆yτ → X⊗∆y where
y : ∆ → sSet is the Yoneda-embedding. Therefore, the map |τ(X)| = ‖X‖ → |X |
may be identified with a map of coends X ⊗∆ |yτ |δ → X ⊗∆ |y|δ. The right hand
side |yτ |δ → |y|δ is actually a weak equivalence of Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial
objects of E . Now, taking coends over ∆ defines a left Quillen bifunctor
−⊗∆ − : C
∆op × E∆ → C
where we take the Reedy model structures on simplicial, resp. cosimplicial objects.
Lemma 4.4 implies then that for a Reedy cofibration f : X → Y the induced map
X ⊗∆ |y|δ ∪X⊗∆|yτ |δ Y ⊗∆ |yτ |δ → Y ⊗∆ |y|δ
is a weak equivalence, i.e. that X → Y is a τ -cofibration. 
Proposition 4.6. If C is left proper, the following properties hold:
(a) Any degreewise cofibration between τ-cofibrant objects is a τ-cofibration;
(b) Any simplicial map between τ-cofibrant objects factors as a Reedy cofibra-
tion followed by a degreewise weak equivalence between τ-cofibrant objects;
(c) The class of τ-cofibrations is closed under composition;
(d) The class of (acyclic) τ-cofibrations between τ-cofibrant objects is closed
under cobase-change along simplicial maps between τ-cofibrant objects.
Proof. (a) Any degreewise cofibration f : X → Y between degreewise cofibrant
simplicial objects induces the following commutative square
‖X‖ //

‖Y ‖

|X | // |Y |
in which the upper horizontal map is a cofibration between cofibrant objects by
Lemma 4.1. Since the vertical maps are weak equivalences by hypothesis, the
comparison map |X | ∪‖X‖ ‖Y ‖ → |Y | is a weak equivalence by left properness.
(b) Any map factors a Reedy cofibration followed by a degreewise weak equiv-
alence. By Lemma 4.5 the Reedy cofibration is a τ -cofibration. Any τ -cofibration
with τ -cofibrant domain has a τ -cofibrant codomain, cf. (a).
(c) This follows by a diagram chase from Lemma 4.1 since weak equivalences are
closed under cobase-change along cofibrations by left properness.
(d) It is sufficient by (b) to show closedness under cobase-change along Reedy
cofibrations and along degreewise weak equivalences between τ -cofibrant simplicial
objects. The geometric realisation of an (acyclic) τ -cofibration X → Y factors
as an (acyclic) cofibration |X | → |X | ∪‖X‖ ‖Y ‖ followed by a weak equivalence
|X | ∪‖X‖ ‖Y ‖ → |Y |, cf. (a). Therefore, a cubical diagram chase implies that we
just need to check that this (acyclic) cofibration/weak equivalence factorisation is
preserved under the two aforementioned cobase-changes.
For a cobase-change along a Reedy cofibration this follows from left properness.
For a cobase-change along a degreewise weak equivalence between τ -cofibrant ob-
jects this follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3. 
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Definition 4.7. A simplicial object X is said to be split-augmented if X comes
equipped with extra-degeneracies sn : Xn−1 → Xn, n ≥ 0, prolonging the usual
simplicial identities, where X−1 = π0(X) and ∂0 : X0 → X−1 is the quotient map.
A simplicial object is said to be good (cf. Segal [29]) if it is degreewise cofibrant
and all degeneracies are cofibrations.
Under the hypotheses made at the beginning of Section 4, simplicial sets D “act”
on simplicial objects X of C via the E-action on C. Explicitly, in simplicial degree
n, we have (X ⊗D)n =
∐
Dn
Xn with obvious simplicial operators. In particular,
the simplicial cylinder on X is defined by Cyl(X) = X ⊗∆[1].
Lemma 4.8. The simplicial cylinder of a good simplicial object realises to a model-
theoretical cylinder.
Proof. We shall say that a simplicial map X → Y is cylindric if the canonical map
Y ∪X Cyl(X) → Cyl(Y ) is a Reedy cofibration whose geometric realisation is an
acyclic cofibration. In particular, if the simplicial map X → Y is cylindric and
|Cyl(X)| is a cylinder on |X | then |Cyl(Y )| is a cylinder on |Y |.
Let X be a good simplicial object. Since sk0(X) is a constant Reedy cofibrant
simplicial object, it is enough to show that the simplicial maps skn−1(X)→ skn(X)
are cylindric for all n > 0. Since the class of cylindric maps is closed under cobase-
change, it suffices to show that Ln(X)⊗∆[n]∪Ln(X)⊗∂∆[n]Xn⊗∂∆[n]→ Xn⊗∆[n]
is cylindric. By a 2-out-of-3 argument the latter follows from Ln(X) ⊗ ∂∆[n] →
Ln(X) ⊗∆[n] and Xn ⊗ ∂∆[n] → Xn ⊗∆[n] being cylindric. This in turn is true
since ∂∆[n]×∆[1]∪∆[n]×∆[0] → ∆[n]×∆[1] is an acyclic cofibration of simplicial
sets, and Xn as well as Ln(X) are cofibrant objects because X is good. 
Proposition 4.9. Any split-augmented good simplicial object X is τ-cofibrant and
induces weak equivalences ‖X‖
∼
−→ |X |
∼
−→ π0(X).
Proof. We have a morphism of split-augmented simplicial objects
τ(X) //

X

π0(τ(X)) // π0(X)
where the map on pi0 is invertible because τ(X)1 = X0 ⊔X1 and τ(X)0 = X0 with
face operators (∂
τ0(X)
0 , ∂
τ1(X)
1 ) = (idX0 ⊔ ∂
X
0 , idX0 ⊔ ∂
X
1 ) : τ(X)1 ⇒ τ(X)0 so that
the coequaliser π0(τ(X)) of this pair equals the coequalier π0(X) of the pair
(∂X0 , ∂
X
1 ) : X1 ⇒ X0.
We claim that the family (sXn+1 : Xn → Xn+1)n≥0 of extra-degeneracies for X
induces a family (s
τ(X)
n+1 : τ(X)n → τ(X)n+1)n≥0 of extra-degeneracies for τ(X).
Indeed, for n = −1, the extra-degeneracy sX0 induces an extra-degeneracy
s
τ(X)
0 : π0(τ(X))
∼= π0(X)
sX0−−→ X0 = τ(X)0.
For n ≥ 0, on the summand of τ(X)n indexed by the surjection φ : [n] ։ [k], the
extra-degeneracy s
τ(X)
n+1 is defined by s
X
k+1 : Xk → Xk+1 landing in the summand
of τ(X)n+1 indexed by the surjection φ¯ : [n+ 1]։ [k + 1] where φ¯(n+ 1) = k + 1
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and φ¯(i) = φ(i) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The simplicial identities required for these extra-
degeneracies (s
τ(X)
n+1 )n≥0 follow from the simplicial identities satisfied by (s
X
n+1)n≥0.
This implies that X , resp. τ(X) contains π0(X), resp. π0(τ(X)) as a constant
simplicial deformation retract (cf. May [20]). Because X is good and τ(X) is Reedy
cofibrant and thus good, geometric realisation induces deformation retractions by
Lemma 4.8, and hence weak equivalences |X |
∼
−→ π0(X) and |τ(X)|
∼
−→ π0(τ(X)),
as well as the asserted weak equivalence |τ(X)|
∼
−→ |X |. 
4.2. The simplicial bar resolution. The following two statements will be the
main application of this section. We shall use the so-called bar resolution. The
simplicial bar resolution B.(A) of a T -algebraA is a simplicial object in ET which in
degree n is defined by the formula Bn(A) = (FTUT )
n+1(A) where FT : E ⇆ E
T : UT
is the free-forgetful adjunction. The simplicial face operators are defined by
∂i = (FTUT )
n−iε(FTUT )iA : Bn(A)→ Bn−1(A) (for 0 ≤ i ≤ n)
and the simplicial degeneracy operators are defined by
si = (FTUT )
n−iFT ηUT (FTUT )iA : Bn(A)→ Bn+1(A) (for 0 ≤ i ≤ n).
Here ε : FTUT ⇒ idET is the counit of the free-forgetful adjunction. We shall denote
the geometric realisation of B.(A) by B(A) and call it simply the bar resolution of
A. It is a T -algebra equipped with a canonical T -algebra augmentation B(A)→ A.
The forgetful functor takes the coequaliser presentation of A to a split coequaliser
TTUT (A)
µUT A //
TUT (ǫA)
// TUT (A)
ηTUTA
~~ UT (ǫA) // UT (A)
ηUTA
~~
which actually provides the whole underlying simplicial object UTB.(A) with extra-
degeneracies making it split-augmented over UT (A). This implies that UTB.(A) is
a simplicial object containing the constant simplicial object UT (A) as a simplicial
deformation retract (cf. May [20]). Therefore, Proposition 4.9 shows that if the
simplicial object UT (B.(A)) is good then geometric realisation yields a weak equiv-
alence |UT (B.(A))|E
∼
−→ UT (A). This observation plays a key role in the proof of
the following theorem. Results similar to (a) and (b) below under slightly different
hypotheses have been obtained by Johnson-Noel, cf. [15, Proposition 3.23].
Theorem 4.10. Let T be an excellent monad on a cofibrantly generated monoidal
model category E with cofibrant unit and standard system of simplices.
For each T -algebra A with cofibrant underlying object UT (A) the following holds:
(a) the bar resolution B(A)→ A is a cofibrant replacement of A in ET ;
(b) the simplicial bar resolution B.(A) is Reedy cofibrant in sE
T ;
(c) the underlying simplicial object UT (B.(A)) is τ-cofibrant in sE.
Proof. Since T is strong and preserves reflexive coequalisers, Corollary 1.5 shows
that the category of T -algebras is a tensored E-category, the free-forgetful adjunc-
tion is strong, and the strength of the left adjoint FT : E → E
T is invertible.
Therefore, since the pushout-product axiom holds in E , it holds for the E-action
on ET when we restrict to the images under FT of the generating (acyclic) cofibra-
tions of E . By a transfinite induction the pushout-product axiom holds then for all
(acyclic) cofibrations of ET , whence ET is an E-model category.
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The forgetful functor UT preserves the same colimits as the monad T and hence
all “sifted” colimits. Geometric realisation | − |ET : sE
T → ET is a sifted colimit
(because the diagonal ∆ → ∆ ×∆ is an initial functor, cf. Gabriel-Ulmer [11]) so
that the canonical transformation UT ◦|−|ET → |−|E ◦UT is invertible, i.e. for each
simplicial T -algebra X we get a canonical isomorphism UT (|X |ET ) ∼= |UT (X)|E .
Since the unit ηE : E → T (E) is a cofibration for each cofibrant object E of E , the
monad T preserves cofibrant objects. This and the cofibrancy of UT (A) imply that
the underlying simplicial object UT (B.(A)) is good and moreover split-augmented.
Proposition 4.9 implies then that UT (B.(A)) is τ-cofibrant yielding (c). Moreover
we have a weak equivalence |UT (B.(A))|E
∼
−→ UT (A) inducing a weak equivalence
|B.(A)|
∼
−→ A because UT : E
T → E reflects weak equivalences. Since geometric
realisation takes Reedy cofibrant to cofibrant objects, (a) follows now from (b).
In order to establish (b) we use the following universal property of the simplicial
bar resolution, cf. Trimble [31]: for any simplicial T -algebra Y. such that the
underlying object UT (Y.) is split-augmented, and any T -algebra map A→ π0(Y )
B.(A)
∃! //

Y.

A // π0(Y.)
there exists a unique simplicial map of T -algebras B.(A)→ Y. compatible with the
extra-degeneracies. If we put Y. = τ(B.(A)), the identity on A produces in this way
a section B.(A)→ τ(B.(A)) of the augmentation τ(B.(A))→ B.(A). Since B.(A) is
degreewise cofibrant, its τ -resolution τ(B.(A)) is Reedy cofibrant, so that B.(A), as
a retract of a Reedy cofibrant object, is itself Reedy cofibrant. 
Corollary 4.11. If in addition T preserves null objects and cell extensions then
the bar resolution functor B : ET → ET takes free cell attachments to homotopical
cell attachments, and free cofibre sequences to homotopy cofibre sequences.
Proof. Since T preserves cell extensions, for each cell extension X → Y in E the
image FT (X)→ FT (Y ) has an underlying cell extension whence the simplicial bar
resolution B.(FT (X)) → B.(FT (Y )) is degreewise a cell extension of T -algebras.
Therefore, the τ -resolution τB.(FT (X)) → τB.(FT (Y )) is a Reedy cofibration be-
tween Reedy cofibrant simplicial T -algebras, containing the given bar resolution
B.(FT (X)) → B.(FT (Y )) as a retract, cf. the preceding proof. In particular, geo-
metric realisation yields a cell extension of T -algebras B(FT (X))→ B(FT (Y )). The
first claim follows now from Theorem 4.10(a) and Gluing Lemma 3.1.
For the second claim consider the following commutative diagram of T -algebras
B(FT (X)) //


B(V ) //


B(∗)


B(FT (Y )) // B(W ) // B(W/V )
induced by a free cell attachment. We have just seen that the left square and the
outer rectangle are homotopical cell attachments. By a diagram chase the right
square is a homotopical cell attachment as well, i.e. B(W )/B(V )
∼
−→ B(W/V ). 
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